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Abstract

This thesis outlines an approach (called OBGP) of extending the BGP routing protocol to support lightpath setup and management across an optical network. OBGP is a distributed approach, which gives more control to the edge customer. OBGP can be used in both networks with and without wavelength converters. In this thesis we also do a performance analysis of three different backward reservation algorithms that can be used by OBGP. We compare their performance in networks with sparse wavelength conversion. In sparse wavelength conversion networks only a few nodes support wavelength conversion. The optical paths in the network consist of a group of segments where each segment independently must meet the wavelength continuity constraint when setting up lightpaths across them. Because of the segmented nature of the lightpath traditional backward reservation algorithms can result in lower performance. We show how the First-Available algorithm bypasses this problem. Finally based on our performance measurements suggestions are made for the optimal placement of wavelength converters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

In recent years advances in wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology, have enabled the deployment of systems that are capable of providing large amounts of bandwidth. These systems utilize Optical Cross Connects (OXC)s, which are capable of switching data entirely in the optical domain. Configuring these devices across a network enables one to establish all-optical connections, or lightpaths, between source nodes and destination nodes (figure 1.1). A lightpath is a contiguous optical path, which may be made up of one or more wavelengths connected across optical switches [17]. Data carried on these lightpaths avoid electronic conversion and processing at intermediate nodes, thereby alleviating the electronic bottleneck [14].

![An example optical network](image)

Figure 1.1: An example optical network
To compliment these high bandwidth optical networks though, intelligent methods of provisioning and control are required to enable greater flexibility and to reduce operation cost. A convergence is taking place between IP-based routers and multi-wavelength optical equipment to create an intelligent end-to-end integrated network [15]. Traditionally, as stated in [19], end-to-end circuit connections have been set up via network management systems (NMSs), which issue commands (usually under the control of a human operator) to the various network elements involved in the circuit via an equipment vendor's element management system (EMS). So far this has been the carrier's responsibility and the light path setup and configuration have been based on a centralized model. By moving this responsibility from the carrier to the customer and using a distributed approach, customers can better manage their optical wavelengths. This distributed approach gives more control to the edge customer.

The configuration of lightpaths in an All Optical Network can be divided into two tasks:

1. Determine the route on which the lightpath will be setup
2. Select the available wavelength(s) to be used across the route.

In general this is known as the Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) problem.

1.2 Previous Research

Internet Protocol (IP) mechanisms are being extensively proposed for the management of optical resources [18, 20, 21]. Utilizing IP standards rapidly achieves vendor
interoperability and enables optical networks to continually track development in IP standards [18]. In [15, 17] a protocol called OBGP was proposed as a means for managing and setting up lightpaths across an All Optical Network. OBGP is an extension of the traditional Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) IP routing protocol. The research of [15, 17] show that there are advantages to integrate routing and signaling into one protocol. Both signaling and routing protocols are jointly used to carry information through the network. Signaling typically requires routing information, for example source routing. For failure protection and restoration, the interactions between signaling and routing are critical. Currently there exist various routing and signaling protocols that need to interwork in order to provide an end-to-end solution. In some cases this interworking of multiple protocols is complicated and results in poor scalability. It also requires that every router along the path implement the required routing and signaling protocols. Therefore, a better approach may be to tightly integrate the routing and signaling function into one protocol [15].

A number of other mechanisms have also been proposed for the management and control of such “wavelength cloud” systems [22]. Most of these systems have been designed on variations of link state interior routing protocols such as OSPF, IS-IS [23] and PNNI [24] or complementary extensions of MPLS such as MPLmS [25]. These protocols allow for the optimized configuration and establishment of lightpaths across a single management domain. To date there has been little work done on developing protocols for the management of wavelengths between separate management domains. In addition, customer control and routing of wavelengths across a wavelength cloud is still
not possible. The research in [15, 17] tries to address these issues by using BGP which is an Inter-domain Routing protocol.

As it was mentioned in the previous section the RWA problem can be broken down into the routing and the signaling part. Using an existing IP routing protocol to determine the routes for the lightpaths the next problem to solve is the signaling. The signaling required for establishing a connection may be either centralized or distributed. Under centralized control, each request is processed by a central controller, which chooses a path and assigns an appropriate wavelength on each link along the path to establish the connection. There is a potential risk to having a single controller in the network. Since one controller maintains the state of the entire network, if it crashes it will result in bringing down the entire network. In large networks, centralized control is not feasible and therefore, it is essential to study distributed control protocols [2]. In contrast to the centralized approach, distributed control requires each node in the network to act as a separate controller and maintain its own local database. This makes this approach much more reliable in the event of a node failure in the network.

Previous research [1, 2, 3, 4] has studied and evaluated the performance of various distributed control protocols. The performance of these protocols was studied using two basic approaches. The first approach called Path Multiplexing (PM) requires the same wavelength to be used along the path [5]. This requirement is also known as the wavelength continuity constraint. The second approach called Link Multiplexing (LM), can establish a connection using possibly different wavelengths on different links along the path [5]. This requires each node in the network to have a wavelength converter. In
the case of PM no wavelength converters are required since the same wavelength is used end-to-end.

The distributed protocols studied in [1, 2, 3, 4] are classified into two categories, *forward wavelength reservation*, and *backward reservation* protocols. In *forward reservation* schemes wavelength resources are reserved along the forward path to the destination on a hop-by-hop basis [6]. In the distributed control approach a node only knows the status of its immediate links which makes the wavelength selection quite complicated since the source node doesn’t know which wavelength will be available along the entire path. As the control message traverses the path in the forward direction, each node along the path attempts to reserve one or more wavelengths on the next link for the connection. If no wavelength can be found on the next link the request is blocked and the intermediate node sends a failure message back to the source, un-reserving any wavelengths that were temporarily reserved. Otherwise, at the destination node a wavelength is selected and a confirmation message is sent to the source node and at the same time un-reserves the other wavelengths that were not chosen.

There are few limitations though with the forward reservation approach. First, in the case where only one wavelength is selected and reserved at each node there is no guarantee that the wavelength will be available on every link in the path. In the case where the wavelength is blocked, the source node can select another wavelength and reattempt to reserve it. This can result though in high setup times since several attempts might be required before a successful reservation. A second limitation of the forward reservation schemes is the over-reservation of resources in the case where more than one
wavelength are reserved along the forward path, with the expectation of finding at least one available wavelength end-to-end. During the time where the resources are temporarily reserved, they can’t be used by other users even if they will never be used by the connection [6]. This may lead to blocking of subsequent requests [6].

In order to address the limitations of the forward reservation protocols, backward reservation schemes perform reservations after the control message has reached the destination [6]. As the control message traverses the path from source to destination it collects information as to which wavelengths are available first. Then, when the control message reaches the destination it has discovered a list of available end-to-end wavelengths. The destination node then selects one of these and sends a reservation message in the backward direction towards the source. By reserving wavelengths in the reverse direction wavelengths are idle for less time than if the wavelengths were reserved in the forward direction. Also, only one wavelength is reserved, without having to temporarily block any other wavelengths, allowing them to be used for other connections. One possible drawback of a backward reservation scheme is that if multiple connections are set up simultaneously, it is possible that a wavelength available on a link in the forward direction will be taken by another connection request and no longer be available when the reservation message traverses the link in the reverse direction [6].

In general it has been found that backward reservation schemes outperform forward reservation schemes in the case where there are no wavelength converters [1]. Simulations performed in [1] confirmed that the lack of converters decreases the throughput of the network. Moreover, the simulations showed that a major portion of the
bandwidth loss due to the absence of wavelength conversion can be regained if a backward reservation protocol is used instead of the forward protocol [1]. In the case of a network with full wavelength conversion, different wavelengths can be used on the links across the path for which a lightpath is being setup. Thus, in this case there is no wavelength continuity constraint. This greatly simplifies the control overhead since only the availability of any wavelength is of concern and not the availability of a specific wavelength. In these cases a forward reservation scheme would be a better choice.

The studies in [1, 2, 3, 4] focus on networks either with full wavelength conversion where LM can be used, or networks with no wavelength converters at all where PM can be used. The benefits of using full wavelength conversion in a network have been studied in [12, 13] and compared to networks without wavelength conversion. These studies look at how various network parameters affect the performance under both cases. Obviously a network with full wavelength conversion, provide flexibility since the wavelength continuity constraint is not applicable. However quantitative results on the effectiveness of wavelength converters have been mixed [13]. Also, the high cost of such devices is a deferring factor. For this reason recent work has focused on networks with sparse wavelength conversion. It has been shown that sparse wavelength conversion is more realistic and efficient than full wavelength conversion [8, 9, 10]. The term sparse wavelength conversion means that a limited number of nodes in a network can convert all of the wavelengths in the network [11] as opposed to full wavelength conversion, which refers to a network where all nodes are equipped with wavelength converters. There has
not been any study on backward reservation algorithms in sparse wavelength conversion networks.

1.3 Thesis objectives

The aim of this thesis is to:

i. Develop a protocol for managing optical resources, which belong to different autonomous domains through the IP layer by extending the traditional BGP protocol.

ii. Demonstrate how routing and signaling can be successfully combined within the OBGP protocol.

iii. Study the signaling part of OBGP and develop a backward reservation algorithm that works efficiently in sparse wavelength conversion networks.

iv. Show how OBGP's backward reservation algorithm, address the main problem of backward reservation algorithms of multiple connections being set up simultaneously.

v. Develop an OPNET model of the OBGP protocol, and compare, through OPNET simulations the performance of this algorithm to other backward reservation algorithms such as First-Fit and Random in various network topologies.

vi. Observe nodal statistics such as the blocking at each node in various network topologies and find the optimal placement of the converters in the network for this wavelength reservation algorithm.
1.4 Thesis Organization

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:

Chapter 2: Outlines the operation of the OBGP protocol and presents the OBGP Architecture.

Chapter 3: Focuses on the signaling algorithm used by the OBGP protocol presented in Chapter 2. Describes three variations of the signaling algorithm and highlights the differences between these.

Chapter 4: Analyzes and discusses the results achieved through the OPNET simulations. The backward reservation algorithm studied is compared to other basic algorithms such as First-Fit and Random algorithm in various network topologies.

Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Study.

1.5 Thesis Contributions

As part of this research work the following publications have been made:


Chapter 2

Optical BGP Architecture

2.0 Introduction

The primary purpose of this chapter is to outline a method called Optical Border Gateway Protocol (OBGP), which can be used to provide an edge customer with a control method for establishing a lightpath across different autonomous domains through an optical network. OBGP is an extension of the traditional BGP IP routing protocol. This chapter will describe the development and implementation of OBGP by outlining the following areas: a) The design requirements for creating OBGP, b) The necessary extensions to BGP to create OBGP, c) The implementation of OBGP into a standard BGP framework, d) The benefits of using the OBGP approach as a way for setting up and managing lightpaths.

2.1 OBGP Architecture

The goals of an interdomain routing protocol such as BGP are very different from those of an intradomain protocol. The issue of scalability has much more significance for an interdomain gateway router, which must be able to forward any packet destined for anywhere in the Internet, versus a local router on a small subnet. In addition, the autonomous nature of network domains means that it is very difficult to calculate an
optimal path that crosses several domains. As a result, interdomain routing will only advertise network reachability.

There are several reasons BGP was chosen as the basis for this research towards a protocol for a light path setup and control. BGP is the current standard for interdomain routing in the Internet today. Utilizing the interdomain properties of BGP is fundamental to the design of OBGP, as many of the issues that external gateway protocols such as BGP were designed to deal with are similar to the management of multiple light paths in an optical network [3]. The widespread deployment of BGP is another important factor. It is easier to build something new based on a protocol that has been proved successful rather than creating a new one. It is very difficult to integrate a completely new protocol into the existing Internet. By minimizing the modifications to be made to the existing BGP, there is a better chance to integrate OBGP into the Internet.

BGP is a routing protocol while the setup and control of light paths are the functions of a signaling protocol. Both signaling and routing protocols are jointly used to carry information through the network. By combining routing with signaling in OBGP a lightweight solution is provided. Signaling functions can leverage some features of existing routing functions. For example, both routing and signaling messages can share a common transport connection (i.e. same TCP connection is used to exchange both routing and signaling messages). Thus, no extra overhead is required for setting up a separate communication channel for signaling messages. OBGP can also access directly the
database of BGP and therefore eliminate the synchronization requirement if two separate databases are used.

Another reason, which makes BGP ideal for signaling, is the AS_PATH attribute of a route. This attribute contains the ASs through which the announcement for the route has been passed. It gives an end-to-end view, which is necessary for setting up a light path. The AS_PATH also allows for better distribution of OBGP messages in the network. For example, not all OBGP speakers in the network need to see this message if they are not in the specific AS_PATH thus reducing the amount of signaling traffic in the network. OBGP provides an interdomain solution that integrates heterogeneous domains into an end-to-end optical network. Different domains still can use their own intradomain solutions. Therefore OBGP can coexist with most of the existing solutions. Finally, as mentioned in the introduction the distributed nature of OBGP moves the responsibility of setting up a light path from carriers to edge customers. This allows the customer to set up a light path faster without having to wait for carriers to provision their connections which in most cases is a complex and time-consuming task.

2.2 OBGP Requirements and Design

BGP does not contain any functionality or attributes for maintaining information on light paths across a network. However, BGP does contain complete autonomous system (AS) path information to reach a particular network, which makes it unique when compared to other routing protocols. This full path visibility enables routing policy decisions to be
made as well as preventing routing loops. Having full path visibility is a useful feature of BGP and can be leveraged for setting up a light path from one AS to another [3].

There are four types of messages specified for BGP [4]: OPEN, UPDATE, NOTIFICATION, and KEEP-ALIVE. An UPDATE message is used to provide routing updates within a network. These messages allow BGP routers to maintain consistent information regarding network reachability. UPDATE messages can add or withdraw routes from the Routing Information Base depending on the content of the message.

The basic high-level requirements for OBGP to work as a light path setup and control protocol are as follows:

- Provide a wavelength table to maintain light path information
- Carry light path reservation requests and responses between OBGP speaking devices
- Propagate up to date information on the status of resources in the network

Making minimum changes to BGP while meeting these requirements is a very important consideration. Leveraging current BGP properties is key to meeting these requirements. A typical OBGP Router consists of three components, illustrated in 2.1. The first component is a Border Gateway Router that can be found at the gateway of an AS. This router performs the BGP Peering and sits at the control plane for OBGP. The Switch Control Server (SCS) is the control interface between the router and the OXC. This interface maintains connection state for the OBGP process in the router. The
Optical Cross Connect (OXC) can be any type of cross connect either with wavelength conversion capability or not.

![Diagram of OBGP Router](image)

Figure 2.1: Diagram of OBGP Router

Initially the UPDATE message was considered for carrying the light path setup information in addition to normal reachability information [9]. This would require a few small extensions to be made to the normal UPDATE message. Given though that optical networks are continuously evolving, it was decided that it is more efficient to introduce a new message type to BGP. By using a separate message for the Optical part of OBGP it will be easier to make changes to the protocol. Furthermore, the changes required for supporting light path setup, are isolated without affecting the operation of the other messages, and allowing traditional BGP routers and OBGP capable routers to inter-work seamlessly. Thus, although the UPDATE message is sufficient for OBGP, by introducing a new message type more flexibility is provided to the OBGP approach.
The new message used, is called the OBGp message. The format of this message will be described in section 2.2.1. Another extension that must be made to provide traditional BGP with the functionality to setup light paths is the wavelength table at each OBGp router. This is required to store wavelength availability and setup information. The format of the wavelength table is described in section 2.2.2.

2.2.1 OBGp Message

The OBGp message is the primary message used for managing and configuring the optical cross connects and to update the wavelength tables at each OBGp speaking device. The OBGp message contains the standard fixed size header, which is common to all BGP messages. This header as described in [4] contains the Marker, Length, and Type fields. In order to distinguish OBGp messages from other BGP messages a new type code has been introduced making the set of type codes as follows:

- OPEN (1)
- UPDATE (2)
- NOTIFICATION (3)
- KEEPALIVE (4)
- OBGp (5)

In addition to the fixed-size header, the OBGp message contains the following fields:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 bits</th>
<th>4 bits</th>
<th>4 bits</th>
<th>16 bits</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase Id</td>
<td>Sub-code Id</td>
<td>Oper. Mode</td>
<td>Attributes Length</td>
<td>Attributes</td>
<td>Lambda RI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.2: OBGP Message Format

**Phase Id:** This 4 bit field indicates the phase of the light path setup process. The possible phases which are described later on in the paper, are: i) Discovery, ii) Reservation, iii) Setup, iv) Confirmation, v) Teardown, vi) Error.

**Sub-code Id:** This 4 bit field is used by an OBGP message in the Confirmation or Error phase. For confirmation messages it allows to distinguish between Setup confirmation and Teardown confirmation messages. For error messages it allows to indicate in what phase the error occurred.

**Operational Mode:** This 4 bit field is used to indicate mode of operation of OBGP: two-phase or four-phase.

**Attributes Length:** This 16 bit unsigned integer indicates the total length of the Attributes field.

**Attributes:** The supported attributes for OBGP are the following:

**AS_PATH:** This is the AS Path from source to destination for which a light path is being setup. As an OBGP message travels from one router to the other along this path, this attribute does not change.
**NEXT_HOP:** The NEXT_HOP attribute defines the IP address of the border router that should be used as the next hop for the OBGIP message.

**CONN_ID:** The CONN_ID attribute is used to identify light path connections. The connection identifier consists of a unique identifier plus the AS Path that corresponds to the specific light path.

**Lambda RI:** The Lambda Reachability Information (Lambda RI) contains a list of allowable wavelengths that can be used for the light path connection, each of which are formatted as shown in the following figure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lambda_num</th>
<th>Src_port_id</th>
<th>Dst_port_id</th>
<th>Seg_start</th>
<th>Seg_end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 2.3: Lambda_RI Entry Format

The fields in the Lambda RI are described below:

**Lambda_num:** the wavelength number.

**Src_port_id:** the port on the crossconnect of the end point

**Dst_port_id:** the port on the crossconnect of the end point

**Seg_start:** the AS identifier of the start of a segment on which the wavelength is available

**Seg_end:** the AS identifier of the end of a segment on which the wavelength is available
2.2.2 OBGP Wavelength Table

Each OBGP router stores wavelength availability and setup information in its wavelength table. Using the wavelength table the OBGP process can easily determine which wavelengths are available to be used for a light path setup. Each wavelength entry in the table contains the following fields:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AS number</th>
<th>Lambda Id</th>
<th>Connection Id</th>
<th>Preference Level</th>
<th>Setup Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 2.4: OBGP Wavelength Table Fields

**AS number**: the AS number of the neighbor border router to which the specific wavelength connects.

**Lambda Id**: This consists of the wavelength number, source port number and destination port number.

**Connection Id**: This consists of an identifier plus the AS Path that corresponds to the light path. If this field is null, then it means that the wavelength is available, otherwise it indicates that the wavelength is unavailable and cannot be used for another connection. The numeric identifier plus the AS path create a unique connection id. The numeric identifier within the connection id is not unique by itself across the network. It is only unique with respect to the same Source and same AS Path from that source.
**Preference Level:** This field is included for future use, to allow for assigning different preference levels to specific wavelengths.

**Setup Complete:** This field indicates if the connection for the specific wavelength has actually been setup on the OXC. This can be either True or False.

### 2.3 OBGP Protocol

In this section we consider the scenario where a source node S wants to setup a light path to a destination node D. Through regular BGP peering, node D has advertised its presence to the network and each node has AS path information and wavelength status information to reach node D. Thus, node S has the AS path required to reach node D. This is a path discovered through BGP and can be found in the BGP Routing Information Base. Each node in the path also has a wavelength table that stores the wavelength status information as described in the previous section.

Each OBGP node must be aware of its position within the AS Path in order to process correctly the OBGP messages. There are three types of OBGP nodes present in any optical network: Source, Intermediate, and Destination. A node’s classification will change according to its relative position in the light path segment that is being reserved.

Light path Segment example: [ Source_AS, Intermediate_AS1, Intermediate_AS2, ... Destination_AS]
If a node is listed at the head of a light path reservation segment it is the Source, if it is at the tail, it is the Destination. Otherwise, the node is considered to be an intermediate node in the path segment such as AS1 in the above example.

The OBGP protocol can either operate in as a two-phase or a four-phase setup mode. In the four-phase setup mode, all resources have to be reserved first before the Setup of the actual OXCs can take place. This ensures that during the Setup phase, resources are available. On the other hand in the two-phase mode, Setup takes place immediately after having determined if there is a wavelength available to use. If there are many wavelengths available, then most likely there will be few setup failures due to competition scenarios. In this case a two-phase approach might be more efficient and faster approach. In the case though where there are many users trying to setup light path connections over the same path or sections of the same path, many competition failures may occur. In this case the four-phase approach can be more efficient since the competition will be detected in the reservation phase while trying to reserve the resources. Thus no time is wasted making the actual connection on the OXC, which can be costly. Also, no time has to be spent to destroy any connections on the OXCs.

In the four-phase mode of OBGP, the phases are: 1) Discovery, 2) Reservation, 3) Setup, and 4) Confirmation. In the two-phase mode the phases are: 1) Discovery and 2) Reservation-Setup. In the two-phase approach there is no need of an explicit confirmation message since the combined Reservation-Setup message that eventually reaches the Source serves as a confirmation. The two modes of operations are also illustrated in figure 2.5. These phases will also be described in more detail in the next sections. Note
that this chapter does not describe in detail the signaling algorithm used by OBGP, this will be done in chapter 3. This chapter focuses more on the general flow of messages and message types. Also, the last section of this chapter describes the various error scenarios.

(a) 4 Phase Setup

(b) 2 Phase Setup

Figure 2.5: Four Phase vs. Two Phase OBGP
2.3.1 Discovery Phase

A Discovery OBGP message is an OBGP message with its Phase Id field set to Discovery. When a source node S wants to setup a lightpath to a destination node D, it first determines the AS Path for this destination node from the local Routing Information Base provided by BGP. Then it initiates the light path setup request by sending a Discovery OBGP message to the next node in the AS Path. The source node S also fills the Lambda RI field of the Discovery OBGP message with all available wavelengths that connect to the next node in the AS Path. The AS Path and the connection id are stored in the attributes field of the message. The Discovery OBGP message traverses all nodes along the AS path probing for the available wavelengths that can potentially be used for establishing the lightpath connection. If the OBGP process determines that a specific wavelength is in use (by looking at the wavelength table, then it eliminates the wavelength from the list of available wavelengths. When the destination node receives the Discovery OBGP message, it contains all common wavelengths that can be used from source to destination for the light path setup. At this point the Discovery Phase has completed.

2.3.2 Reservation Phase

The Reservation phase is specific to the four-phase mode of operation of OBGP. In this phase resources are reserved in order to ensure their availability in the Setup phase. Once the wavelength(s) to be used has/have been determined, the Reservation OBGP message
is sent from Destination to Source. A Reservation OBGP message is an OBGP message with its Phase Id field set to Reservation. The AS Path and the connection id are stored in the attributes field of the message. When a node along the AS Path receives a reservation OBGP it finds this wavelength in its wavelength table and sets the Connection Id field to the Connection Id that was passed in the Attributes field of the Discovery OBGP message. When the Reservation message reaches the Source node and all nodes along the AS Path have updated their wavelength tables, then the Reservation phase has completed.

2.3.3 Setup Phase

In the four-phase mode the Setup phase takes place after resources have been reserved and the Reservation has completed. At this point all nodes along the AS Path have reserved a wavelength in their wavelength tables for the light path setup, but they have not actually made any hardware connections on the OXC. This is done in the Setup Phase. The source node S initiates the Setup Phase by sending a Setup OBGP message to the next node in the AS Path. A setup OBGP message is an OBGP message with its phase field set to Setup. In general when a node receives a Setup OBGP message, it makes the appropriate OXC connections and once this is complete it updates its wavelength table to indicate that Setup is complete. Eventually the Setup OBGP message is received at the destination node D and the Setup Phase is complete.

In the case of the two-phase mode the Setup phase takes place immediately after the Discovery phase. During the Setup phase in the two-phase mode, the OXC
connections are setup, and the wavelength table is updated at the same time to indicate that the specific wavelength is being used. In contrast to the four-mode operation the Setup phase proceeds from the Destination node to the Source node as shown in the diagram on the right in figure 2.5. Since the Setup phase is complete when the Setup OBGPG message reaches the Source node, there is no need to send a separate confirmation message. The Setup message also serves as the confirmation of a successful setup.

2.3.4 Confirmation Phase

In the four-phase mode after the Setup Phase is complete, the source node is not aware of this. Until it receives some kind of notification, the source node can’t start sending data over the optical light path. For this reason, the destination node D needs to send a Confirmation OBGPG message back to the source along the AS path. A Confirmation OBGPG message is an OBGPG message with its phase field set to Confirmation. In this case since this is a confirmation for a Setup request, the sub-code field of the message is set to Setup. This is used in order to distinguish between Setup and Teardown Confirmation messages. Once the source node receives the Confirmation message this phase is complete and the source can start using the light path (in the case of a Setup Confirmation).
2.3.5 Teardown Phase

Teardown as opposed to setup is always a two-phase process since there is no competition in this case. Only the source node can request to teardown a light path. In order to achieve this the source node S, sends a Teardown OBG message to the next node in the AS Path for the connection to be torn down. This information can be looked up in the wavelength table. When a node receives a Teardown OBG message it first releases the hardware resources and then updates the wavelength table to indicate that the wavelength is available. Then it passes on the Teardown OBG message to the next node in the AS Path. When the Teardown message is received at the destination node, the Teardown Phase is complete. The destination node then sends a Confirmation OBG message with sub-code field set to Teardown back to the Source. This notifies the sources that the light path teardown was successful.

2.3.6 Error Phase

Whenever an error is detected, an OBG Error message is sent back to the Source node. An Error OBG message is an OBG message with its phase set to Error and the sub-code field is set to the phase where the error was detected. The source node in a light path segment is considered to be the master and is the one that decides what action to be taken in the various error conditions. For example if the Source is notified that error occurred in the Setup phase, then it should immediately send a Teardown message to release the resources. Otherwise, the wavelength that was partially setup will appear that it is in use
and will not be available for other connections. 2.6 illustrates the flow of messages in the case of an error in different phases of the four-phase approach.

There are several sources of error. Some of the most important ones are the following:

- No available wavelength for setting up a light path. This will be detected in the Discovery phase if for example all common wavelengths are eliminated.

- Various competition cases where two light path setup requests both discover that a certain wavelength is available but then one of them reserves it first. The other one assuming that it is still available, attempts to reserve it and an error occurs. These errors are detected in the Reservation Phase for the four-phase mode and the Setup phase for the two-phase mode.

- Errors related to hardware failures on the OXC{s}. These types of errors will most likely be detected in the Setup Phase, when trying to make a connection on the OXC.
Figure 2.6: Error Scenarios
Chapter 3

OBGP Signaling, A Backward Reservation Approach

3.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter the necessary extensions to the traditional BGP protocol required to create OBGP were outlined as well as the benefits of using OBGP. Furthermore, it was shown that OBGP combines routing and signaling into one protocol. Given that routing is achieved by regular BGP, the OBGP extensions only need to focus on the signaling part. Thus by leveraging on BGP’s routing capabilities, OBGP does not have to address the routing sub problem of the overall RWA problem, and can consider routing to be fixed. In fixed routing, a single fixed route is predetermined for each source-destination pair. When a connection request arrives, the network will attempt to establish a lightpath along the fixed route. Fixed routing schemes do not require the maintenance of global network state information [6]. A fixed routing approach is simple to implement; however it can be limited in term of routing options can lead to higher blocking [6]. Thus, an efficient signaling mechanism is critical in this case. This chapter will elaborate on the signaling part of the OBGP protocol, and present three variations of this signaling mechanism. The control algorithms described in this chapter can be used by other more general protocols as well and are not limited to OBGP use only.
3.1 Wavelength Reservation Algorithm

The Control Protocol described in this paper is a backward reservation protocol. The forward path is used for probing the available resources (wavelengths) and the actual reservation takes place in the backward path. This, wavelength assignment protocol supports optical networks with or without optical converters. In the case where there are no wavelength converters in the network the destination node acts as the main decision point, selecting the wavelength to be used for the entire path. In the case where there exist some optical converters, the end-to-end path consists of sub path segments. The endpoints of these segments are defined by the converter node locations. The wavelength continuity constraint is only applied to each individual segment independently. Two separate segments can use different wavelengths. Thus, each node with conversion capability makes a decision for one of the path segments connected to it. The destination is still a decision point for selecting the wavelength of the last segment in the path. As we will see further down the case of no converter is really a special case (i.e. single segment case) of the general algorithm that supports wavelength converters.

The performance of this control protocol depends on the algorithm used for making a wavelength selection at each of the decision points along the path. The algorithm studied in this paper is called First Available and we compare this to other basic algorithms such as Random selection and First-Fit selection. The following figure displays a scenario where the path consists of five nodes and there is one converter at node C. Thus, the path consists of two segments. The common wavelengths in segment 1 are $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3$ and in segment 2 $\lambda_4, \lambda_5, \lambda_6$. We will use this diagram to describe our wavelength reservation/selection algorithm. We will first describe how First-Fit
backward reservation algorithm works and then describe First Available and highlight the differences of these two algorithms.

Figure 3.1: Two-Segment path

3.2 First-Fit Algorithm

Figure 3.2 illustrates the First-Fit algorithm. In figure 3.2a the discovery message traverses the nodes probing for the available wavelengths. The format of the OBG-P discovery message was described in the previous chapter. Along with the wavelengths the discovery message records the segment endpoints on which the wavelengths are available. This is information is required in order to be able to support wavelength converters. Thus, discovery message 1 finds that $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3$ are available from node A to node B. When the discovery message traverses from node B to C (Disc.2) the endpoint information in the message is updated as shown in figure 3.2a since the discovery process has discovered that wavelengths $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3$ are available from A to C.

When a discovery message reaches a converter node it means that it has reached the end of the current segment and a new segment will be traversed. At this point the converter node needs to select which wavelength to use for the segment that has just been traversed before propagating the discovery message to the next node. In the First-Fit algorithm the first wavelength from the list of wavelengths for the specific segment is
selected. When node C sends the discovery message to node D it only propagates $\lambda_1$ indicating the segment on which it is available (A to C) and at the same time it discovers and sends the wavelengths that are available for the new segment ($\lambda_4, \lambda_5, \lambda_6$). When the discovery message reaches the destination, the destination node needs to select a wavelength to be used for the last segment, similarly to how node C selected a wavelength for segment A-C. Thus, $\lambda_4$ is selected at node E for segment C:E and this completes the discovery phase.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: First-Fit Wavelength Reservation Algorithm

The reservation messages traverse the path in the backward direction as shown in figure 3.2b. The wavelengths selected for each segment in the discovery phase are reserved in each node’s wavelength table, which was described in Chapter 2. When the reservation message reaches a converter node the wavelength for the previous segment is
popped off the list (since the reservation for that segment has completed). For example
when C sends the reservation message to B it only passes λ1 and it has completed
reservation for segment C-E. Finally, the reservation message reaches node A and a
wavelength has successfully been reserved on both segments that consist the path.

3.3 Random Algorithm

The Random selection algorithm is similar to the First-Fit algorithm that was just
described with the only difference that wavelengths are selected randomly at converter
nodes and at the destination node. Thus, referring to the previous example at node C
λ1, λ2, λ3 are available, and λ2 is selected randomly instead of λ1 which was selected
with the First-Fit Algorithm. Similarly, node E selects λ6 randomly. This is shown in
figure 3.3. Apart from the selection mechanism the flow of messages is the same as in the
First-Fit Wavelength Reservation Algorithm.

![Diagram](image)

(a)

![Diagram](image)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Random Wavelength Reservation Algorithm
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3.4 **First Available Algorithm**

Having looked at First-Fit and Random wavelength selection algorithms we will present a new algorithm called First Available and compare its operation. The message flow for the First-Available algorithm is shown in figure 3.4. The first main difference with the other two algorithms is that at a converter node, the wavelengths for the current segment are all passed to the next segment. Thus, a wavelength selection is not made in the forward direction at converter nodes; rather all available wavelengths for each segment are propagated to the destination as shown in figure 3.4a. As a result though we end up with larger control messages than the case of First-Fit and Random. This is easily seen, by comparing the messages passed in figure 3.2 and figure 3.4. The worst case is a network with wavelength converters at every node. In this case the number of light-path segments is equal to the number of links in the path and using the First-Available algorithm would result in significant control overhead. The First-Available algorithm is intended for networks where a small fraction of the nodes have full wavelength conversion capabilities.

![Diagram](image-url)
The second difference is in the selection of a wavelength. In the previous algorithms once a wavelength was selected the rest of the wavelengths were discarded from the list. Then in the reservation phase the destination node or a converter node would attempt to reserve the specific wavelength in its wavelength table. In the case where there is competing traffic or multiple requests to the same node it is possible that between the time that discovery phase saw that the selected wavelength was available, and the time it actually tries to reserve the wavelength, that some other request has taken the wavelength and is no longer available. This would result in blocking the initial request.

In order to overcome such blocking First-Available algorithm does not discard the list of wavelengths after selecting a wavelength. It selects the first wavelength from the list and then tries to reserve it at the node where it was selected (destination node or converter node). If the reservation fails, the algorithm attempts to reserve the next wavelength from the list. Retries of wavelength reservations happens only at converter nodes or at the destination. This is repeated until a successful reservation is achieved or if
all the wavelengths on the list are attempted and failed. In the later case the request is considered blocked.

In figure 3.4b we see that the algorithm tried to reserve $\lambda 4$ and failed and then tried $\lambda 5$. Since this was successfully reserved at the destination node this was the wavelength that was propagated to the next node in the path. Similarly, at the converter node C the algorithm tries to reserve $\lambda 1$ and fails. It then tries to reserve $\lambda 2$ that also fails. Finally it tries $\lambda 3$ and succeeds. This is the wavelength that is then propagated to the rest of the nodes in this segment.
Chapter 4

OBGP Simulation Results

In this chapter the performance of the three reservation algorithms described in Chapter 3 are compared and analyzed under different network scenarios. OBGP is used to implement and test each one of these algorithms in OPNET. Based on the statistics gathered from the OPNET simulations, recommendation is also made for the optimal placement of wavelength converters in each case.

4.1 Linear Topology

The first scenario studied is a linear topology where a source node S makes multiple requests to a destination node D as shown in figure 4.1. Due to its simplicity this scenario is also used to verify the operation of the OBGP protocol by comparing to theoretical results. The requests at node S are generated according to a Poisson distribution with rate \( \lambda \) req/sec. Once a lightpath has been established, the holding time of the lightpath is exponentially distributed with average \( 1/\mu \) sec. None of the nodes in this scenario have wavelength conversion capability, thus the path consists of one segment for which the wavelength continuity constraint must be met.

![Figure 4.1: Linear Network Topology](image)

Figure 4.1: Linear Network Topology
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Before looking at the simulation results, a theoretical approximation for the blocking probability for each of the three algorithms is developed. We then compare these results to the simulation results.

1) **First Available Algorithm**: Erlang’s First Formula can be used to estimate the blocking probability of the First Available Algorithm in a linear topology with no wavelength conversion. With the First Available algorithm the selected available wavelength will be available independently from the processing delay of the signaling messages at the nodes, and as long as there is at least one wavelength available there will be no blocking. Thus, the following formula allows us to approximate First Available Blocking in the linear topology:

\[
P_{blk} = P[\text{lightpath request blocked}] = \frac{\left(\frac{\lambda}{\mu}\right)^s \cdot s!}{\sum_{j=s}^{s} \left(\frac{\lambda}{\mu}\right)^j \cdot j!}
\]

\(s\): is the number of wavelengths, which can be used end-to-end between the source-destination pair.

\(\lambda\): the rate at which the source generates light-path requests to the specific destination.

\(\mu\): the mean holding time of the light-path after it has been established and setup.
2) **First Fit Algorithm:** In the case of the First Fit algorithm the blocking probability depends on the propagation delay. This is more evident when requests come very close together.

Let 

\[ P_{blk} = \frac{\left( \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right)^t / t!}{\sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \left( \frac{\lambda}{\mu} \right)^j / j!} \]

be the probability that there is no wavelength available.

Given that the round trip delay between the second last node and the last node in the source-destination path is \( d \) time units, then if two light-path requests come close together by a time difference of less than this propagation delay they will both see that a particular wavelength is available and attempt to reserve it. The first one will successfully reserve it but the second one will fail. Since requests are arriving according to a Poisson distribution with a rate of \( \lambda \) req/sec the probability that no light-path requests occur during a time interval of length \( d \) time units is given by:

\[ P[\text{no lightpath requests during time interval } d] = e^{-\lambda d} \]

Thus, the Blocking probability for the First Fit Algorithm can be approximated as follows:

\[ P_{\text{first-fit-blk}} = 1 - (1 - P_{blk})e^{-\lambda d} \]

3) **Random Algorithm:** In the case of Random algorithm the blocking probability depends on the propagation delay, as was the case with the First Fit algorithm.
The effect of time delays is smaller due to the random selection of the wavelength at the destination node.

Let $P_{b_{w-k}}$ be the probability that $w-k$ wavelengths are in use. Then the average number of wavelengths in use can be calculated as follows:

$$\text{Avg. number of wavelengths in use} = \sum_{k=0}^{w} (w-k)P_{b_{w-k-1}}$$

$$\text{Avg. number of available wavelengths} = Aw = 1 - \sum_{k=0}^{w} (w-k)P_{b_{w-k}}$$

Thus, each wavelength gets requests at a rate of $\lambda^' = \lambda/Aw$. Since requests are arriving according to a Poisson distribution with a rate of $\lambda^'$ req/sec the probability that no light-path requests occur during a time interval of length $d$ time units is given by:

$$P[\text{no lightpath requests during time interval } d] = e^{-\lambda^'d}$$

Thus, the Blocking probability for the Random Algorithm can be approximated as follows:

$$P_{\text{random}} = 1 - (1 - P_{\text{blk}})e^{-\lambda^'d}$$

Figure 4.2 shows the theoretical (dotted lines) and simulated (solid lines) blocking probability vs. light-path request arrival rate graphs for all three algorithms, for 10, 20 and 30 wavelengths. The figure also shows the 95% confidence intervals for the simulation graphs.
Figure 4.2: Blocking Probability Graphs for Linear Topology
From the blocking probability graphs in figure 4.2 it is shown that the simulation results are close to the theoretical approximations. The First Available algorithm has the lowest blocking probability of all three algorithms. Next is the Random algorithm and then is the First Fit algorithm with the highest blocking probability. Looking at the graphs in figure 4.2 one can also see that with larger number of end to end wavelengths, higher lightpath request rates can be achieved. In this case though the difference in performance between the First Fit and Random algorithm as well as the Random and First Available becomes bigger. This is expected since as it was shown in the theoretical analysis First Fit and Random algorithms depend on the probability of requests close together by a time less than the propagation delay of the last link. As the lightpath request generation rate gets higher this probability becomes larger giving a higher overall blocking probability.

In order to better understand where blocking occurs nodal statistics were also collected through OPNET. The bar graphs in figure 4.3 show the nodal blockage of discovery messages at each node for all three algorithms. For the First-Fit algorithm initially the majority of discovery messages are blocked at the destination. This is a result of lightpath requests coming very close to each other and thus generating discovery messages that see the same wavelengths to be available. When the first of these discovery messages reaches the destination node it reserves this wavelength and is no longer available for the other requests which have also seen the same wavelength to be available. As the lightpath request generation rate increases there starts to be more blockage at the source node. This is expected and is an indication of lack of resources. The discovery messages blocked at the intermediate nodes is very small compared to the source and destination nodes. The Random algorithm also has similar results although the
discovery messages blocked at the destination are dominant for a shorter time. In contrast to Random and First Fit, the First Available algorithm has the majority of discovery messages blocked at the source node. The discovery messages blocked at the destination is very small compared to the other two algorithms. This is because as explained earlier, in First Available as long as there are available wavelengths the request should not block.

a) Random (Linear Topology)

b) First-Fit (Linear Topology)
Similar results were obtained for the case of 20, and 30 wavelengths. Also, all of the blockage in the network were due to discovery messages blocked. The reservation messages blocked were zero, and this is because there are no competing traffic streams. This case is studied in the next section.

### 4.2 Competing Traffic Streams

In this section we study a case of competing traffic streams. The network topology for this scenario is shown in figure 4.4. Node S makes lightpath requests to node D and node U makes lightpath requests to node W. Both S and U generate requests according to a Poisson distribution with a rate $\lambda$ req/sec. The holding time of the lightpath is exponentially distributed with average $1/\mu$ sec. Initially none of the nodes is equipped with wavelength converters.
From figure 4.4 it is clear that the two traffic streams have one common link (X-Y) which they have to share. Thus, as requests are being made by both nodes S and U, there is expected to be competition for the resources (available wavelengths) on link X-Y. The blocking probability graph for all three algorithms in this case is shown in figure 4.5. The figure shows that the Random algorithm in this case gives a lower blocking probability, then comes the First Available, and next is the First Fit algorithm with the highest blocking of all three.
In order to explain these performance results the nodal statistics were also studied. In general in competition scenarios blocking can be a result either because of discovery message blockage or reservation message blockage. In the previous section we saw that only discovery messages were blocked since there were no competing traffic streams. In this case it was found that there was also blockage due to reservation messages being blocked. Figure 4.6 shows the percentage of discovery and reservation messages blocked in the network for the three algorithms.
Figure 4.6: Message Blockage Comparison (competition with no conversion)
The figure shows that as the lightpath request rate increases the effect of reservation blockage becomes smaller and discovery messages becomes the dominant reason for blocking. For Random and First Fit we see that at lower rates discovery and reservation messages blocked are close. For First Available though reservation message blockage has more impact on the overall blocking than the other two algorithms for lower rates. This is because less discovery messages are blocked at the destination nodes as was explained in the previous section. Then the destination nodes send more reservation messages towards the source, but once they reach node Y there is higher probability that they get blocked due to competition if they choose the same wavelength. This was also verified by the simulation results which showed that all of the reservation blockage occurs at node Y.

We also observed at which nodes the discovery messages get blocked. This is shown in figure 4.7. For Random and First Fit initially there are discovery messages blocked at the destination due to the multiple requests problem explained in the linear topology scenario. As the lightpath request rate increases the majority of discovery blockage occurs at node X. This is an indication that at higher rates there is a lack of available wavelengths on the common link X-Y. With the First Available algorithm there is little blockage at the destination nodes and the majority of discovery blockage occurs at node X even at low lightpath request rates. Comparing the bar charts to the ones in figure 4.3 for the single traffic stream case we see similarities. In this case though since there are two competing streams of traffic the blocking does not happen at the actual source
nodes as was the case in the linear topology, rather it happens at the node where the two competing streams branch in to the same link. In our example this is node X.

\[\text{Diagram a) Random (No Conversion)}\]

\[\text{Diagram b) First-Fit (No Conversion)}\]
Figure 4.7: Nodal Discovery Blockage (competition with no conversion)

Having observed the case where no node has converter, we added converter capability to nodes in the network and observed how this affects the overall blocking of the three algorithms. From the non-converter scenario we found that node Y was the node where all the reservation messages were being blocked in the network. Thus, this was the first candidate for placing a converter. By adding wavelength conversion capability to node Y and running the simulations we got the blocking probability graphs for the three algorithms which are shown in figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Blocking Probability (competition with converter at node Y)

The graph in figure 4.8 also shows the blocking probabilities for the non-conversion scenario (dotted line graphs), in order to compare the performance in both cases. We see that the performance ranking of the three algorithms is different when using a converter a node Y. In this case First Available gives the lowest blocking probability and then comes the Random algorithm. The First Fit algorithm continues to have the highest blocking probability. This is because the First Available algorithm allows to try other wavelengths at converter nodes until one succeeds, or until it exhausts the list of available wavelengths in which case then the request is considered blocked. This can also be seen from the nodal blocking statistics in figure 4.9. Comparing this to the previous bar graphs in figure 4.6 we see that for the First Available algorithm the
Percentage of reservation messages has been greatly reduced. Only discovery message blockage contributes to the overall blocking. The other two algorithms seem not to have benefited from adding the converter, and in fact there is a slight increase in the percentage of reservation messages being blocked. This is because with the Random and First-Fit algorithm a wavelength is selected at converter nodes but is not reserved until the discovery message reaches the destination which then has to send a reservation message back to this node. The longer the time it takes for the reservation to reach back to the converter node, there is higher probability that the selected wavelength is taken in the backward path from another request of the competing stream.

![Graph showing message blocked percentage vs. lightpath request arrival rate](image)

a) Random (Converter at Node Y)
In figure 4.10 we also look how the blocked discovery messages are blocked across the network as was done for the non-conversion scenario. For Random and First-Fit there is no change from the non-conversion scenario which was shown in figure 4.7. For the First Available algorithm though we see though now all of the discovery blocking is happening at node X and none at the other nodes.
Figure 4.10: Nodal Discovery Blockage (competition with converter at node Y)
From this scenario we conclude that using a wavelength converter at a node where many reservations messages are blocked improves the overall blocking performance when using the First Available algorithm. If the Random or First Fit algorithms are used there is no improvement.

The next location considered for placing the converter was node X. In the non converter scenario we saw that node X was the main location where discovery messages were blocked. By adding a converter at node X instead of node Y we observed the performance of the three algorithms again. From figure 4.11 we see that the ranking is similar to the case of no converters in the network. Also, from the graphs we see that adding a converter at node X does not add performance improvement to any of the algorithms. Furthermore, by comparing with figure 4.8, we see that the Random and First-Fit algorithms give higher blocking probability from the case where the converter was placed at node Y. This is because the further away the converter is from the destination the longer it takes for the reservation message to reach this node and reserve the wavelength that was selected in the forward path during the discovery phase.
This can also be seen from figure 4.12, which shows the percentage of discovery and reservation messages blocked in the network when node X is equipped with conversion capability. Comparing these bar graphs to the ones in figure 4.6, which were for the non-conversion scenario, we see that the percentage of reservation blockage is higher for the Random and First-Fit algorithms. For the First-Available algorithm though it is about the same.
Figure 4.12: Message Blockage Comparison (competition with converter at node X)
The final case studied for this network scenario was the case of having converters at both nodes X and Y. The blocking probability for this case is shown in figure 4.13. In this graph we compare the performance to the case of having a converter at node Y. We see that the ranking of the three algorithms are the same. But there is no additional improvement in performance, which is a result of the converter at node X, which causes more reservation blockage to occur for the Random and First-Fit algorithm.

![Graph: Blocking Probability (competition with converter at nodes X and Y)]

Figure 4.13: Blocking Probability (competition with converter at nodes X and Y)
Figure 4.14 shows the percentage of discovery and reservation messages blocked in the network when node X and node Y is equipped with conversion capability.

![Bar chart](chart1.png)

- a) Random (Converter at Node X and Y)

![Bar chart](chart2.png)

- b) First-Fit (Converter at Node X and Y)
c) First Available (Converter at Node X and Y)

Figure 4.14: Message Blockage Comparison (competition with converter at X and Y)

After observing all of the above scenarios we can see that the Random and First-Fit algorithms do not offer improvement when using a wavelength converter and their performance is close to the performance achieved without converters. On the other hand using the First-Available algorithm with a converter can improve the blocking performance. The placement though of the converter in this case is important. It was observed that the optimal placement for the converter in this case was the node where there was high reservation message blockage. By placing a converter at a node where there is discovery message blockage does not offer any additional improvement. In the next section we will look at scenarios where there are more than two competing traffic streams.
4.3 Multiple Competing Traffic Streams

In the previous section we saw that a node at which there is large reservation message blockage is a good candidate for placing a wavelength converter. These nodes are the nodes where there is high outgoing traffic branching off on to multiple links. The previous scenario only had one such node in the network. In this section we study the case where there are more than one node in the network where we have high reservation message blockage. The network for this scenario is shown in figure 4.15. In this scenario node S makes light-path requests to node D, node U makes light-path requests to node W, and node V makes light-path requests to node Q. We have simulated this network with 10 wavelengths on each link. Lightpath requests are generated according to a Poisson distribution with a rate of $\lambda$ req/sec. The holding time of the light-paths is exponentially distributed with a mean of $1/\mu$ sec.

![Network Diagram]

Figure 4.15: Network with multiple competing traffic streams.

As in the previous case we initially look at the case where there are no wavelength converters in the network. Figure 4.16 shows the percentage of discovery messages blocked at each node as the lightpath request rate increases.
Figure 4.16: Nodal Discovery Blockage (multiple competition with no conversion)
From figure 4.16 we can see that X and Y are the nodes where the majority of discovery message blockage occurs. We also observe that node Y has higher discovery blockage than X. This is because at node Y as shown in figure 4.15 there is more branching in traffic streams. For Random and First Fit we see also some blockage at the destination nodes for small lightpath request rates. The reason this happens was clearly explained in the previous two sections. In figure 4.17 we also graph the percentage of reservation messages blocked at each node in the network. It was found that all reservation blocking happens at nodes Y and Z for all three algorithms. From the graphs we see that all three algorithms have about the same reservation blockage pattern. We also see that there is about a 10% higher reservation blockage at node Y than node Z. This is because there is more outgoing traffic from node Y than from node Z.

![Graph](image)

a) Random (No Conversion)
Figure 4.17: Nodal Reservation Blockage (multiple competition with no conversion)

The blocking probability graph is shown if figure 4.18 for all three algorithms. Again we see that in the absence of wavelength conversion the Random algorithm gives a better performance.
After collecting the various statistics for the non-conversion scenario we observed how the converter placement affects the blocking performance in the network. Since as it was discussed earlier, Random and First Fit do not offer any improvement when using wavelength converters, in this section we only compare the performance of the First Available algorithm when varying the converter placement in the network. We do compare though with the performance of the Random algorithm in the case of no conversion since it was found that in the non-conversion scenario Random performs better than First Available. In figure 4.19 we plot the blocking probability for the First Available algorithm with the converter placed at different nodes in the network.
Figure 4.19: Blocking Probability (multiple competition, varying converter location)

From the figure we see that by placing the wavelength converter at node Y lowers the blocking probability of the First Available algorithm compared to the non-conversion scenario but is still slightly above the Random algorithm in a network with no conversion. On the other hand if the converter is placed at node Z we see a better improvement than placing the converter at node Y, and also the blocking probability is lower than the Random algorithm in the non-conversion scenario. The reason why placing the converter at node Z results in better performance than placing it at node Y, is because the closer the converter is to the destination nodes there is higher probability that the retries at the converter node will result eventually in a successful reservation. The further away the converter is from the destination node there is a probability that the list
of available wavelengths seen in the forward direction is different on the reverse path during the reservation phase. Finally we see from the same figure that the maximum performance improvement is achieved by placing two converters in the network one at node Y and one at node Z.

In figure 4.20 we also look at the percentage of reservation messages blocked at each node varies as we change the converter placement.
c) First Available (Converter at Node Y and Node Z)

Figure 4.20: Nodal Reservation Blockage (varying converter location)

When the converter is placed at node Y, we see that the reservation blockage at node Y is reduced compared to the non-conversion case bar graph shown in figure 4.17. As the lightpath request rate increases though the reservation blocking at node Y starts to get higher. At the same time though the overall percentage of reservation messages blocked in the network gets smaller compared to the discovery messages blocked, which means the main reason for blocking is the lack of resources and not so much the reservation blockage due to competition. Similarly from the same figure we see that when the converter is placed at node Z the reservation blocking at node Z is reduced compared to the non-conversion case. In the case where there are converters at both node Y and node Z the percentage of reservation messages blocked at these nodes is very close and resembles the bar graph we got for the non-conversion scenario.
Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Study

5.1 Conclusions

5.1.1 IP Control of Optical Networks with OBGP

The explosion of the Internet will demand new and innovative solutions for the IP/Optical convergence. This thesis has presented a method called OBGP of extending BGP to support light path setup and management across an optical network. The development of OBGP has demonstrated an example of the convergence of the IP and Optical domain. The implementation of OBGP has been discussed by reviewing current BGP behavior and design requirements for OBGP. An implementation of the OBGP proposal using simulation tools has been presented, along with various test results.

The main goal of developing and simulating OBGP was to extend the BGP protocol to provide added functionality for light path setup. This goal has been met by demonstrating how OBGP can be used to set up light paths in a simulation network. These initial demonstrations prove that the proposed scheme for OBGP is a viable mechanism and is worthy of future study. The modifications made so far to BGP include the storage of wavelength information in the wavelength table at each node, and the new OBGP message type. Some behavior changes have been made to BGP. However OBGP is still compatible with BGP. The overall changes are small and acceptable. A seamless migration from BGP to OBGP should be possible.
Apart from the simplicity and small changes required for implementing OBGP there are other attractive features of this protocol. BGP is an inter-domain routing protocol that is used in the Internet and, more generally in inter-networks based on IP. By using the underlying routing capabilities of BGP to implement the OBGP protocol allows to configure, setup and manage wavelengths between many different autonomous domains. Using OBGP enterprises at the edge can manage their own wavelength configuration across a carrier’s network. The conventional solution to date is for a carrier to offer a managed lightpath service to the customers at the edge. OBGP moves this responsibility from the Carrier to the Edge customers, which now have more control over managing their wavelength space.

5.1.2 OBGP Signaling

After presenting the OBGP protocol this thesis focused on the signaling mechanisms used by OBGP. OBGP was used as a means to implement and compare the performance of various possible signaling algorithms. OBGP uses a backward reservation approach. Backward reservation algorithms have been studied by many researchers and have been shown to perform well in networks without wavelength converters. In the case though of networks which have wavelength converters, the use of backward reservation algorithms such as Random and First-Fit do not offer any additional performance improvement as shown in this thesis. In this paper we have introduced a new backward reservation algorithm called First Available, which makes better use of the wavelength converters capabilities by lowering the average blocking probability. This is accomplished by allowing the nodes that are considered to be the main decision points for selecting
wavelengths to try another wavelength if the first choice does not succeed. Furthermore, First-Available addresses the problem encountered in backward reservation algorithms when multiple connections are set up simultaneously. In this case it is possible that a wavelength available on a link in the forward direction will be taken by a request that comes earlier by a very small time difference. By allowing multiple attempts on different wavelengths, a lower blocking probability is achieved.

It was shown in Chapter 3 that the First-Available algorithm introduces extra control overhead compared to the other algorithms. This overhead increases with the number of converters, thus the networks studied in this thesis were networks with sparse wavelength conversion. In such networks the placement of the few converters affects the overall performance of the network. The right choice of converter placement is critical. By gathering nodal statistics from the network we found that the nodes that have the highest reservation blockage in the network are the candidate locations for the converters. We further concluded that the nodes with highest reservation blockage are the ones with multiple traffic streams branching out on to multiple links.

5.2 Recommendations for Further Study

The OBGP proposal has been shown as a valid way of reserving and creating end-to-end lightpaths from source to destination in an interdomain optical network. Although as shown in this thesis there is value in using the OBGP protocol as a means of setting up lightpaths, further research must still be done, in order to explore and ensure that OBGP will work efficiently and reliably with all scenarios.
Further research has to be done in identifying and ensuring that all possible error conditions can be managed and resolved properly without leaving the system in an instable state. The first phase of OBGP supports detecting message during the signaling part of setting up the lightpaths as described in chapter 2. The protocol takes care of tearing down the connection and releasing any reserved wavelengths. The case though where an error occurs after the lightpath has been set up and is in use, has not been addressed in this thesis. Furthermore, we have assumed a reliable IP control plane in the first phase of OBGP. In reality though it is possible, that a problem can occur in the control plane and be lost after a lightpath has been set up in the optical domain. In this case a way has to be found to control the optical path. This is not a simple problem and needs further study.

In our first approach the OBGP protocol uses the AS path provided by traditional BGP routing, when setting up a lightpath in the Optical layer. This path might be the optimal path between two nodes in the IP domain, but the same might not be true in the Optical domain. For this reason, an alternate routing approach in OBGP might be worth investigating. Currently BGP learns routes from its peers, and then uses a selection process to decide which ones to use. Only one route is stored in the Local Routing Information Base of a BGP router. For OBGP purposes this could be changed to allow for storage of alternate routes as well. Simulations would have to be performed to see how this change would affect the performance of the protocol.

The other main contribution of this thesis was the implementation and performance analysis of the First-Available signaling algorithm used in OBGP. More simulations could be performed with different traffic characteristics. In our simulations
this far we generate lightpath setup requests according to a Poisson process and the holding times of the lightpaths are exponentially distributed. Different topologies can also be simulated.

Finally, it would also be useful to compare the OBGP performance using the First-Available algorithm, to other approaches such as GMPLS. This comparison has not been performed as part of this thesis. Additional work would be required to implement the necessary models in OPNET to test both approaches under similar conditions.
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